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BEST BET R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

NEXT BEST R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

QUADDIE

R1 MR AUDACIOUS @ STUD Other 350m 15:06

BOY CALLED ZOO (4) can race on the speed from
the outset in this and he will be hard to reel in if
he can find the arm. BRAEMAR JESSIE (5) has
been steadily placed in 3 of her last 4 starts and
she could be the danger again in this.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R2 SPORTSBET NOBODY DOES IT EASIER Other 350m 15:26

OMEGA ROSITA (5) has been impressive in her 2
starts to date which included a smart maiden win
last start and todays event does not look too
much harder. HELLO EASY (1) is drawn to race on
the speed and can challenge if fit first up.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A SCR
7. N/A
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R3 BRIDGES ON ARGYLE TRARALGON Other 350m 15:47

SHE'S ROSES (8) has ran some handy placings
from this draw in recent outings and she may
prove hard to hold out in this. REDGUM FLYER (3)
can find the arm soon after box rise and looks
like the one they will need to reel in.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R4 CATCH THE THIEF @ STUD Other 350m 16:04

ESFAHAN (1) can race on the speed from her gun
draw here and she may be hard to catch if she
can find the top. ASTON ANGELO (7) will find this
much easier thane his most recent racing and he
could be right in the finish with any luck.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips

R5 LV FORKLIFTS (1-2 WINS) Other 450m 16:22

LAMIA FAWN (7) showed good speed in her solid
Warrnambool win 3 starts back and she looks
like the one to beat here. DASHER BALE (1) can
get the gun run early in this and has been racing
much better than his form may read.

1. N/A
2. SCR
3. N/A
4.
6. SCR
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R6 KISS PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS Other 395m 16:44

BRAEMAR ELSIE (8) was a good all the way winner
here 3 starts back and she may be the one to
beat with an ounce of luck here. MEGA BANJO
BOY (6) is much better than his last 2 starts and
he could be prominent throughout in this.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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R9 FENECH CURTAINS AND BLINDS Other 395m 17:44

MALLY BOY (7) has plenty of talent when things
go his way and he will be hard to beat if he can
find the arm early here. INDESTRUCT (5) has
been handy in his last 2 starts here and can
challenge. ANNA (8) flew the lids last start and
could again.

1. N/A
2.
4.
5.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R10 MCMAHON BUILDERS (1-2 WINS) Other 395m 18:01

RUN KITTY RUN (1) has produced good placings
in 3 of her last 4 starts and she has the early
speed to lead from go to whoa in this. LAKEVIEW
JACK (5) will find this much easier than his recent
outings and he looks like the main danger.

1.
2.
4. N/A
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R11 HOOKED ON SCOTCH @ STUD Other 350m 18:21

LAMIA LUCIA (1) posted smart wins in her first 2
starts and she looks like the one to beat in a race
of this nature. GERO LADS (6) can mix his form
but has enough talent for this and could be the
danger. QUANTUM'S LEAP (7) has claims as well.

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A SCR
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R12 SPORTSBET GREEN TICKS Other 395m 18:40

BRAEMAR AUDREY (3) has been far from
disgraced in recent times and she may only need
to step on even terms to salute in this. WHY NOT
EMILY (8) was smartly placed 2 starts back and
she has room to wind up and challenge here.

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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